
Mobile lens APEXEL APL-0.45XWM 0.45x wide angle+12.5x macro Ref: 5906168430053
Mobile lens APEXEL APL-0.45XWM 0.45x wide angle+12.5x macro lens (black)

Phone Lens APL-0.45XWM 0.45x Wide Angle + 12.5x Macro Lens
Discover a new quality of mobile photography with the APL-0.45XWM lens kit from Apexel. This innovative product combines advanced
technology and user convenience, allowing for both wide-angle landscape shots and detailed macro close-ups with remarkable ease. In
the kit,  you'll  find not only two specialized lenses but also practical accessories such as a pouch, clip, cleaning cloth, and instructions,
making every photo a work of art. Enjoy exceptional image quality and easily explore the world of mobile photography, regardless of the
circumstances.
 
Wide Angle Lens APL-0.45XWM
The heart of the APL-0.45XWM kit is the wide-angle lens, which allows you to capture images from an impressively wider perspective.
Perfect  for  photographing  landscapes,  architecture,  or  groups  of  people,  this  lens  opens  up  new  possibilities  for  creative  expression.
Thanks to easy installation on a clip, you can quickly attach the lens to your phone, regardless of the model. The black color and elegant
design make the lens blend perfectly with any device, adding a professional touch.
 
Macro Lens for Details
On the other hand, the 12.5x macro lens is a tool that allows you to discover the micro world with childlike joy. It provides the ability to
capture the smallest details of objects, which is invaluable when photographing nature, food, or small decorative elements. Expanding
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the  capabilities  of  mobile  macro  photography  opens  the  doors  to  new,  fascinating  worlds  waiting  to  be  discovered.  Using  the  lens  is
childishly simple, making it possible for even beginner photographers to enjoy professional results.
 
Convenience and Versatility
The APL-0.45XWM lens kit  from Apexel  stands out not only for  its  advanced photographic capabilities but also for  its  exceptional  user
convenience. All elements of the kit, including the lenses, are designed with maximum practicality in mind. The protective pouch, clip,
and cleaning cloth ensure hassle-free storage and transport, while the included instructions guarantee quick and easy installation. The
universal  clip  allows  for  mounting  the  lenses  on  a  wide  range of  phone models,  making  the  APL-0.45XWM kit  an  ideal  choice  for  any
mobile photography enthusiast.
 
Kit Contents
Pouch
Clip
Wide Angle Lens
Macro Lens
Instructions
Cleaning Cloth
 
BrandApexel
ModelAPL-0.45XWM
ColorBlack

Preço:

€ 19.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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